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Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner’s Washington, D.C., office offers the firm’s local, national and global clients a strong connection to the regulatory, legislative and judicial center of the United States.

Among many of our practices with members in the Washington office, we have a significant Commercial Disputes Practice, a Corporate Practice advising on transactional matters, and Federal Regulatory, Public Policy and Business Practices to support our clients located in the United States and around the world.

A core value of our global firm is to operate from a “One Firm” approach, and our lawyers in Washington work as part of an integrated team of lawyers worldwide to serve clients’ needs in key business and financial markets. The Washington team helps clients and colleagues throughout the world respond to U.S. government decisions, navigate evolving regulatory environments, and advocate for their business needs before judicial and legislative authorities.

COMMUNITY

Our firm recognizes the value in making a difference in our communities and society. Our Washington lawyers are deeply involved in pro bono efforts, both locally and firmwide, and in community service. The Washington office actively supports the Legal Aid Society of the District of Columbia, the Washington Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights and Urban Affairs, Whitman-Walker Health Foundation and the Children’s Hospital Race for Every Child.
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BCLP Antitrust team notches Ninth Circuit appellate win
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Back to the Future: Antitrust Agencies Announce New Draft Merger Guidelines
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U.S. antitrust agencies propose major changes to pre-merger review process
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BCLP Expands IP and Corporate Practices with High-Profile Group Hire
Following Seattle Office Launch, Firm Announces Latest Major Move with Group of 15 from Dentons Song Jung to
Lead Prominent 6-Partner IP Team and Jeff Haidet to Boost Transactional Capability Globally for BCLP
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Key takeaways from the United States - Australia Climate, Critical Minerals and Clean Energy Compact
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BCLP ranks in Global Investigations Review’s ‘GIR 100 2022’
Department of Education’s New Proposed Rule for Transgender Participation in Athletics

The participation of transgender athletes in youth, interscholastic, and elite sport has long been a highly charged political issue domestically and internationally, with a vast range of different approaches to regulating participation. Last week’s combination of Supreme Court orders, state legislation, and a proposed rulemaking from the Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights ("OCR") confirm that this must remain a focal point for educational institutions intending to continue offering athletics participation opportunities.

FDI Regulation in the US, UK, France & Germany

The regulation of foreign direct investment ("FDI") has become an increasingly important feature of the regulatory landscape for investors. Globally, there is a trend towards greater FDI restrictions although the degree and nature of regulation varies significantly across jurisdictions. In the below we highlight key aspects of FDI regulation in the United States ("US"), United Kingdom ("UK"), France and Germany. Contents Types of deals reviewed in the US, UK, France and Germany Notification process in the US, UK, France and Germany Sanctions for non-compliance in the US, UK, France and Germany Recent trends and developments in the US, UK, France and Germany Other points for investors to consider in the US, UK, France and Germany

A noisy exit by FTC Commissioner Wilson